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Abstract: In many European countries and also in Slovenia, the highway network was rapidly built
in order to reduce congestion and to increase the level of traffic safety on congested sections of the
road network, thus enabling a higher level of service and accelerating polycentric development.
Unfortunately, traffic demand is growing over all limits, be it tourist car traffic or transit-heavy
vehicle traffic. Thus, countries are forced to actively manage road freight traffic, which is present all
year round. Accordingly, in Slovenia, permanent and timed restrictions were introduced for trucks
regarding overtaking on highways. Overtaking is prohibited during the day but trucks are allowed to
change lanes at night. It should be noted, however, that there may be circumstances that can restrict
the normal travel of heavy vehicles in all lanes in one way or another, whether at night or during the
day. We would like to convince highway traffic managers that weather-responsive adaptive traffic
control could be more efficient when weather conditions are considered. This article presents an
approach to simulate traffic flow on a short section of a two-lane unidirectional carriageway under
various weather conditions. Using two scenarios for lane traffic control, i.e., with and without a
truck overtaking ban, as examples, we show that knowledge of the traffic characteristics of each lane
in different weather conditions is important for decision-making and for the timeliness of traffic
management. We found that under certain traffic and weather conditions, prohibiting vehicles from
overtaking with limited speed limits on four-lane divided highways or proper traffic lane control
has a positive effect on the traffic fluency or available conditional capacity of the highway. To some
extent, this confirms that the decision of the operator of the Slovenian highway system regarding
the driving regime for heavy vehicles was correct. Through our research, we found that dynamic
bans can be more effective when we include the dynamics of traffic demand, and environmental and
weather conditions.

Keywords: highway traffic management; heavy vehicles traffic control; vehicle exclusion; lane flow
distribution; lane speed distribution; weather conditions

1. Introduction and Background

Due to its geostrategic location, Slovenia is one of the European transit countries. Two
important trans-European corridors (road and rail) run through Slovenian territory: the
Mediterranean corridor (Seville–Barcelona–Venice–Ljubljana–Budapest) and the Baltic–
Adriatic corridor (Ravenna–Venice–Graz–Brno–Gdansk). Thus, significant incidents and
high traffic densities along these corridors affect not only traffic flows in the country where
they occur, but also traffic flows in neighbouring EU countries: Italy, Austria, Hungary,
and Croatia.

Driver behaviour cannot be predicted with certainty, although drivers do behave
predictably to some degree, with certain patterns that can be experientially identified and
used in a feedback loop to modify input data to generate trips. In this case, traffic, also
called traffic demand, encounters various forms of resistance that determine how it is
distributed across the road network [1,2].
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It is understandable that AHTMSs (Active Highway Traffic Management Systems) are
effective, but not always as desired or intended by the traffic control theory [3,4]. Therefore,
it is necessary to look for new approaches to encourage drivers to adopt consistent and safe
traffic behaviour [5]. Significant changes are expected in this area in the near future, as the
use of Advanced Vehicle Assistance Systems (ADASs) will enable drivers to more easily
understand what the road infrastructure and other vehicles are telling them at any vehicle
location and not just at the location of Variable Message Signs (VMSs). Indeed, the next
generation of vehicle data collection technologies will be able to provide information about
the lanes vehicles are using, which is currently only a wish of the systems mentioned above.
Various factors influence the capacity utilisation of the highway network. The choice of
lane is one of the traffic factors that affect the capacity utilisation of the directional lane
of a highway. Lane change areas and the modelling of this phenomenon are a challenge
for traffic analysts as well as for autonomous vehicle developers [6–8]. Generally, drivers
change lanes due to differences in speed, such as to overtake slower vehicles, due to
obstacles in the lane they are using, or the selfishness of certain drivers who “keep the left
lane for themselves” [9]. Lane-changing traffic flow can be characterised by lane-changing
models [10,11]. The empirical models described by Wu [12] are more or less based on
Daganzo’s model of road traffic behaviour [13]. Considering traffic flow rate q and density
k, the lane distribution of the two characteristics, i.e., LFRi and LDRi, is the ratio between the
corresponding value qi and ki on the traffic lane i and the total for the overall carriageway
qtot and ktot [14]. Mathematical models usually specify the number of lane changes [15];
however, in practice, we are not very good at imagining the latter because we cannot
yet track individual vehicles. A higher frequency of lane changes results in a greater
general heterogeneity of highway traffic flow. When we talk about AHTMS and real-time
road traffic information systems, the reliability of the data and the corresponding robust
short-term forecast play a very important role [16]. Prediction is usually based on models
that learn on the basis of the characteristic patterns of traffic conditions given by various
characteristics of traffic flow in time and space. Their importance is related to typical events
in the past, which remain relevant until the traffic demand is known in advance and this
will be determined only by the announcement of the arrival of an individual vehicle in
the future.

The usual presence of different categories of vehicles is reflected in the heterogeneity
of the traffic flow structure. The degree of heterogeneity in Slovenia is currently expressed
by the share of heavy vehicles in the traffic flow in an individual traffic lane of a directional
carriageway. Regardless of how the traffic detection sensors classify vehicles into different
categories, such as based on vehicle type, number of axles, or gross weight, all types of
heavy vehicles with a Maximum Authorised Mass (MAM) exceeding 3.5 t are classified
as heavy vehicles. In some other countries of the world, heterogeneity is complemented
by the presence of a share of tourist or recreational vehicles, e.g., vehicles with tourist
trailers. Greater heterogeneity results in worse conditions for the movement of vehicles
in the traffic flow, which is particularly noticeable on uphill and downhill slopes [17].
Different vehicles have different driving and dynamic capabilities; therefore, they can be
treated separately within traffic control. Changing lanes is also influenced by weather
or environmental conditions [18,19]. Effective operation of AHTMSs at the strategic and
operational levels requires knowledge of the effects of different weather conditions on
traffic flow [20]. Weather phenomena, such as rain and snow, fog, and other adverse
environmental factors that affect the visibility and stability of vehicles, alter conditions
that affect highway driving dynamics and capacity [17,21,22]. Event forecasts, including
weather and traffic advisories, can affect traffic demand [16,17,23], resulting in reduced
traffic flow and improved road capacity utilisation.

The influence of weather and meteorological conditions on the roadway on traffic is
also a well-researched area in Slovenia, especially in terms of the type and intensity of
precipitation (rain or snow), temperature, and visibility conditions [24]. Somewhat less well-
researched are wind and combinations of weather phenomena, as well as other phenomena
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that are very difficult to measure or monitor regionally such as hail and extreme winds. The
impact of forecasts or other traffic and travel information is even less researched [25,26].
We do not know for sure whether the impacts are the result of a lower traffic flow because
vehicle speeds are reduced and drivers travel with a greater safety distance, whether they
affect traffic demand (e.g., drivers do not make the trip), or whether it is a coincidence
due to an extraordinary event, perhaps a road closure for a particular vehicle type at a
different location.

We know from experience that meteorological conditions on the road and weather
phenomena affect the speed of traffic flow. Regardless of traffic conditions and the mutual
influence of vehicles, they affect traffic demand and road capacity. Various studies report
that the traffic flow rate on highways is lower due to poor weather conditions than under
good conditions, i.e., dry weather and good visibility [22,24,27–29]: in light precipitation
(rain, snow) from 5% to 10%; in heavier precipitation up to 15%; in heavy snowfall from
30% to 65%. At free-flow traffic and in light precipitation (light rain or snow), the vehicle
speed is reduced by up to 5% compared to up to 10% in medium precipitation intensity
(rain), and up to 15% in heavy rain; in limited visibility, speed is reduced between 10%
and 15%, and by up to 60% in exceptional cases; in heavy snowfall, it is reduced by up
to 30%, and by up to 60% in some exceptional cases. These are general research results,
usually related to a heterogeneous traffic flow, where all vehicles are included in the traffic
characterisation. In the mass of research conducted, there are not many findings on the
impacts on heavy vehicles, the impacts that are local in nature and related to the geometric
characteristics of the road, and the impacts on the characteristics of traffic flow along
individual traffic lanes. Therefore, as a contribution to the empirical research, this study
evaluated the impact of weather conditions on the speed of traffic flow of light and heavy
vehicles in the case of Slovenia. Many researchers have attempted to answer the question
of how traffic flow structure and ambient illumination affect the distribution of traffic
across lanes. In particular, the approach to determine the probability that a lane change
occurs due to an overtaking manoeuvre on the highway, which can be a conflict manoeuvre
before a traffic accident, was investigated [30]. This manoeuvre is also influenced by other
traffic conditions [31,32], as well as the environment [18]. These researchers all determined
how the factors of day and night affect the distribution of vehicle flow in lanes or, as one
could also say, the overtaking of vehicles on a unidirectional multi-lane carriageway. They
found that, at night, drivers use only one lane, which is understandable and mostly related
to the low traffic volume (traffic demand). In adverse weather conditions, drivers are
significantly more reluctant and careful when changing lanes. They take more time to make
decisions [33], which can have a corresponding positive or negative effect on the capacity
utilisation of the carriageway.

The AHTMS currently determines the occurrence of traffic instability through a cal-
culation of the standard deviation of vehicle speeds at a given equivalent traffic flow
rate within the measuring time interval in the carriageway and overtaking lane—also
referred to as the “left lane” or “lane 2” [34–36]. This happens when there are vehicles in
the overtaking lane with high speeds that are well above the time mean speed. Another
reason for the occurrence of such a traffic situation relates to slower vehicles, usually Heavy
Goods Vehicles (HGV). In European countries, the maximum speed on highways is set
administratively and is different for heavy vehicles than for light vehicles. On multi-lane
highways, this phenomenon is manifested by a constant change of traffic lanes or a change
in the lane distribution of traffic flow rates, as well as a change in the density and speed
distribution across the lanes [15]. To prevent or mitigate the consequences of such traffic
flow, the following traffic control measures in traffic lanes can be used:

• Prohibit the driving of slow vehicles (usually heavy trucks and buses) in the overtaking
lane, introduce a combination of “minimum speed” traffic signs in individual lanes
(e.g., 110 km/h in the left lane—lane 2 and 80 km/h in the right lane—lane 1), or
install “no overtaking by HGVs” traffic signalisation [37];
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• Additionally, display the limit of the generally permitted speed as a preventive mea-
sure or limit the speed on the carriageway by one level;

• Advise drivers to adjust their speed to the traffic flow; the AHTMS uses arrow signals
on VMSs to encourage the same direction of travel without changing lanes and, if
necessary, set a minimum speed limit for each lane;

• Advise drivers to drive according to the driving rules, first in the right lane and then
in the overtaking lane, when such a manoeuvre is required (e.g., message “left lane:
overtaking only” for the case of the right-hand traffic rules).

Common problems related to efficiency in some EU countries have already been
addressed [35,38], but Slovenia and some other similar countries in the region are charac-
terised by heterogeneity and multiculturalism of drivers and rapidly changing weather
conditions. There is a research gap in understanding how lane traffic control is affected
by different weather conditions. A summary of the empirical research is presented in
Section 2. On the basis of the data from the test sites, the traffic flow characteristics were
determined by traffic lanes. We performed pre-processing and verification of input data
collected from various traffic sensors and Road Weather Stations (RWS). Since we were
interested in the lane distribution of traffic flows during the period when the traffic flow
was not yet condensed, we excluded some data from the analysis. Thus, we excluded all
data from the periods of peak load and the periods when congestion occurred. Similar
pre-processing was also performed on RWS environmental data. Following the time code,
we joined traffic data and road weather data into a common database that formed the
basis for mathematical modelling of the effects of traffic lane control. We assert that, with
adequate and timely knowledge of the lane distribution traffic flow characteristics, we can
detect traffic instabilities that may cause traffic conflicts and collisions. Then, we act ac-
cordingly, e.g., with overtaking bans for trucks. With appropriate measures of active traffic
control of HGV in different weather conditions, we can improve the efficiency of traffic
management. As we can influence traffic flow in this way, we can achieve higher traffic
flow rates or better lane utilisation, thus reducing delays, which we demonstrated by using
a microsimulation traffic model of a two-lane unidirectional carriageway highway section.
This is discussed in Section 3. The results of the impact of heavy vehicle traffic control are
presented in Section 4. This section also includes a discussion comparing the delays in
traffic flow in the case of a truck overtaking ban or, if this measure is not implemented, in
different weather conditions. Lastly, Section 5 offers conclusions and discusses the findings
of the study by presenting some directions for further research on this subject.

2. Traffic Characteristics and Weather in Slovenia

Slovenia is a very geographically diverse country, located in Central Europe, part of
the EU and part of the Schengen area [39]. In addition to the high share of transit freight
traffic, during the tourist season, there is a large flow rate of passenger cars from Central
Europe towards the Adriatic and vice versa, especially in recent times following changes in
travel habits due to the world facing the COVID-19 pandemic [40].

The highway network runs both through the mountainous region, where the roadway
is most exposed to snowfall and ice, and through the Mediterranean belt, where a strong
wind called Burja has the strongest influence. Due to its geographical diversity, it is
difficult to accurately predict weather conditions in Slovenia. Different weather phenomena
dictate adapted driving, but problems most often arise in the traffic control of trucks and
buses in transit. Traffic safety is particularly at risk on road sections where weather
conditions change very rapidly or where combined adverse weather phenomena occur
frequently (e.g., big storms with snow drifts, heavy precipitation with poor visibility, and
fog). Traffic control operators generally advise drivers to drive more carefully. At the
moment, for a greater level of safety in bad weather conditions, the following traffic
management measures are implemented: restrictions, detours and exclusion of trucks
and buses, restrictions of sudden changes of direction when changing lanes or restrictions
on overtaking, speed control, and information on alternative routes. Most highways are
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four-lane with an AADT of up to 90,000 vehicles/day, of which up to 9000 are heavy
vehicles/day [41]; however, on certain highways, traffic volumes are often 2–3 times higher
during peak seasons, and the same is true for HGVs on peak days such as Mondays
and Thursdays. The traffic manager, the concessionaire The Motorway Company in the
Republic of Slovenia (Slovenian: Družba za avtoceste v Republiki Sloveniji, DARS), has
set up an AHTMS with a network of traffic sensors providing aggregated traffic data in
traffic lanes with a measurement interval of T = 1 min and T = 5 min. Similarly, data
on road weather conditions are available from the Road Weather Information System
(RWIS). Environmental weather data from the RWIS were recorded in the time interval
of T = 5 min. We focused on test site 0178 with a high traffic flow density near Ljubljana
(N46.035, E14.452) and test site 0865 in the Vipava Valley (N45.855, E13.945), where strong
winds often occur. To investigate the characteristics of traffic flow, we joined traffic flow
and environmental records into a single database and presented them in time intervals of
T = 5 min as a part of a separate survey [19], i.e., before the COVID-19 pandemic. We should
point out that the pandemic situation in the year 2020 significantly changed traffic flow
patterns in Slovenia. Labels of groups of time-related environmental data were assigned
to the selected characteristics of traffic flow, i.e., affixes to labels of _d for dry road, no
precipitation, and good visibility, _w1, _w2, and _w3 for wet road and rain at the same time
(of three levels), _lv for low visibility, but no precipitation, and _s for snowfall and winter
road conditions. Group _d included data based on measurements of ideal or prevailing
weather conditions, defined according to [42]. Traffic flow characteristics were classified
into groups _w1, _w2, and _w3 according to the rainfall intensity and road wetness [36]. In
group _lv, we classified traffic characteristics at the time when visibility was lower than
250 m, regardless of meteorological conditions on the roadway. Group _s was defined on
the basis of data from the RWS, which uses a specific algorithm to classify precipitation
and detect light, moderate, and heavy snowfall and determines conditions on the roadway
surface using built-in road surface sensors [25]. In winter conditions, we filtered the data
from the database that correspond to slippery, icy, or snowy road conditions. Thus, on a
corresponding homogeneous short carriageway section, we calculated traffic flow density
ki,c in traffic lane i = {1,2} under weather conditions c = {_d, _w1, _w2, _w3, _lv, _s} and
analysed the “classic” relationships of density–speed and flow–speed. An example of the
analysis at test site 0178 on highway A1 near Ljubljana is presented in Figures 1 and 2.

Figure 1. Example of scatter graph of time mean speed vs. traffic density on the carriageway near
Ljubljana in different traffic lanes: (a) lane 2—left (overtaking) lane; (b) lane 1—right lane.
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Figure 2. Example of scatter graph of time mean speed vs. traffic flow rate on the carriageway near
Ljubljana in different traffic lanes: (a) lane 2—left (overtaking) lane; (b) lane 1—right lane.

In any case, we found out from the literature review and experience with known
events in unstable traffic flow that, at an increased total traffic flow rate qtot,c, the flow rate
in the left lane q2,c is higher than in the right lane q1,c. This confirms the finding about the
unused capacity of lane 1 (LFR2 > LFR1), where the speeds are lower [12,14,18]. It is also
interesting to note that this difference varies depending on weather conditions [19], which
means that it makes sense to consider it as a decision-making criterion in active traffic lane
control. Differences in the traffic flow density ∆kc occurred at the maximum measured
flows. In good weather conditions, the density was lower in lane 1 (k1 < k2), while it was
lower in the overtaking lane (k2 < k1) in adverse weather conditions.

In addition to the above-mentioned traffic flow characteristics, we empirically analysed
the remaining characteristics on the basis of the findings [15,43], which allowed us to
perform a microsimulation in the next step to substantiate the appropriateness of the
decision to not permit HGV to change traffic lanes.

Traffic Flow Speed Analysis

In order to further analyse the results and evaluate the measures taken to control
HGVs, we also determined the empirical speed distribution functions of light and heavy
vehicles at mentioned test sites near Ljubljana. We considered the vehicle categorisation of
the current AHTMS, which groups vehicles into light and heavy vehicles [36]. At the same
time, in the years before the COVID-19 pandemic, there were no special administrative
limits or overtaking bans for HGVs. Figure 3a shows the results of the speed analysis for
the example of test site 0178 for lane 2 for passenger cars (_pc), and Figure 3b for lane 1.
Similar results are shown in Figure 3c,d for lanes 1 and 2 for heavy vehicles (_hv).

For test site 0865 in the Vipava Valley, we also investigated the influence of wind on the
speed V of all vehicles (Figure 4). We determined four empirical distribution functions of
speed V as a function of four types of AHTMS measures with respect to wind strength for
traffic lane i. Wind strength was expressed not by the magnitude of some other statistical
characteristic value (e.g., the maximum speed of wind gusts), but by the traffic management
measure Zi for a specific vehicle category [36]. Z0 means that the wind does not require
any special traffic management measures. An example of speed analysis for test point 0865
is shown in Figure 4. Nevertheless, in brackets, we still present the informative values of
maximum wind gust speeds for individual bans or traffic management measures [44]:

• Z1: exclusion for camper vans, refrigerator vehicles, and sheeted vehicles with the
MAM of 8 t (wind from 80 km/h to 99 km/h);

• Z2: exclusion for camper vans, all sheeted vehicles, and refrigerator vehicles (wind
from 100 km/h to 129 km/h);
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• Z3: exclusion for camper vans, all Z2 level vehicles, and buses (wind from 130 km/h
to 149 km/h);

• Z4: ban for all vehicles—road closure (wind over 150 km/h).

Figure 3. Empirical speed distribution functions for different weather conditions at test site 0178:
(a) passenger cars in lane 2; (b) passenger cars in lane 1; (c) heavy vehicles in lane 2; (d) heavy vehicles
in lane 1.

Figure 4. Empirical speed distribution functions with different traffic management measures in the
case of wind at test point 0865: (a) lane 2—left (overtaking) lane; (b) lane 1—right lane.
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In the case of measure Z4, the highway is closed for all vehicles, which means that
only light passenger cars that leave the traffic network and are not yet familiar with traffic
control measures are subject to speed measurements. If wind gust speeds exceed a certain
level with a simultaneous increase in wind strength and vice versa, highway or expressway
traffic is regulated in accordance with the decision of the supervisory group of the traffic
operators. If a negative trend occurs, the ban is lifted. Each such turn takes up to 2 h.

In the case of extreme winds, heavy traffic is excluded or the road is closed; hence, this
generally does not affect the highway capacity utilisation. Thus, we did not consider the
influence of wind on a possible measure of the truck overtaking ban.

3. Modelling the Efficiency of Traffic Lane Control and Weather Conditions

A hypothetical simulation model was created in the PTV Vissim software environment.
Using the Wiedemann 99 traffic model, we set up a 2 km long unidirectional highway
carriageway link. The scheme is shown in Figure 5, where the positions of the cross-
sections P1 and P2 are marked, along with the virtual simulation test points, such as sensor
loops {K1, K2, K3, K4} on the individual traffic lanes corresponding to the individual
traffic lane i = {1—right lane; 2—left (overtaking) lane} and measuring points {K5, K6} on
the carriageway. The measuring points at the cross-sections were used to observe the
lane distribution of traffic flow. The first 600 m of the model was intended to establish a
stable traffic flow, the next 1200 m was intended for measurements, and another 200 m was
intended for exit vehicles from the simulation model of the road network. In the section
between P1 and P2, there were link control sensors T1 and T2 on each lane, from which we
obtained the values of traffic flow characteristics on the 1000 m long section, separately by
traffic lanes and for the “average” lane. The “average” lane represents the average value of
the simulation results of both traffic lanes. In the selected microsimulation model, traffic
flow is distributed among traffic lanes on the basis of parameters describing the behaviour
of drivers and the characteristics of vehicles entering the simulation model. In order to use
the model in a real environment, one should calibrate the model and make a comparison
between the actual characteristics of the traffic flow and the modelled characteristics.

Figure 5. Schema of unidirectional carriageway in the simulation traffic model.

The traffic model simulation time was Ts = 60 min and we gradually loaded the model
in 10 min time intervals with different values of the flow rate of all vehicles on the carriage-
way. The total traffic flow rate increased uniformly at each interval qtot,c = {1500 veh/h,
2000 veh/h, 2500 veh/h, 3000 veh/h, 3500 veh/h, 4000 veh/h}. We modelled the situa-
tion in which LFR2,c ≈ LFR1,c occurs in the traffic flow, i.e., in the case in which vehicles
change lanes intensively and both traffic lanes are approximately equally loaded. This
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was observed through the viewer interface and control points (Figures 5 and 6a,b). In the
simulation, we considered the constant share of heavy vehicles Phv = 10%.

Figure 6. Example of uniform traffic flow distribution across traffic lanes: (a) NB_ scenario;
(b) WB_ scenario.

We modelled three scenarios, two of them for six weather conditions:

1. Without traffic control restrictions and without separate consideration of weather con-
ditions c; “ALL” weather conditions are considered—NB_ALL simulations (Figure 6a);

2. Without traffic control restrictions, but with weather conditions c considered—NB_c
simulations (Figure 6a):

a. NB_d simulation taking into account the empirical speed distribution func-
tions of light (F-0178,Vpc,i,d) and heavy vehicles (F-0178,Vhv,i,d), in traffic lanes
i = {1, 2}, in “dry” and fair weather (Figure 3);

b. NB_w1-, NB_w2-, NB_w3 simulation by taking into account the empirical
speed distribution functions of light (F-0178,Vpc,i,wi) and heavy vehicles (F-
0178,Vhv,i,wi), in traffic lanes with different precipitation intensities and wetness
of road surface (Figure 3);

c. NB_lv simulation by taking into account the empirical speed distribution func-
tion of light (F-0178,Vpc,i,lv) and heavy vehicles (F-0178,Vhv,i,lv) in traffic lanes
with “poor visibility” (Figure 3);

d. NB_s simulation by taking into account the empirical speed distribution func-
tion of light (F-0178,Vpc,i,s) and heavy vehicles (F-0178,Vhv,i,s) in traffic lanes
under “winter conditions” (Figure 3);

3. With the traffic control of “overtaking ban for HGVs”, but with consideration of
road-weather conditions c—WB_c simulations (Figure 6b): {WB_d, WB_w1, WB_w2,
WB_w3, WB_lv, WB_s}. The road-weather conditions were determined parametrically
using the corresponding empirical speed distribution functions of light and heavy
vehicles as presented in the previous section.

In total, we performed 13 different simulation cases and each case included five
iterations, yielding a total of 65 simulated cases. While there were many iterations of
different scenarios simulations, the average values of the results are discussed in Section 4.

4. Results and Discussion

This section presents the results of traffic flow simulation using a microscopic traffic
model for a case of three scenarios of traffic lane control with various weather and traffic
conditions. The simulation results of the first scenario represent a reference value without
considering weather conditions and considering the speed distribution function for the
“average” lane. Then, two scenarios follow with knowledge of the lane speed distribution
function of different vehicles in different weather conditions, and the third with the measure
of “overtaking ban for HGVs”, which can be used to reduce the instability of the traffic
flow. In this way, faster vehicles are separated from slower ones, resulting in greater speed
homogeneity of traffic flow in each traffic lane. For each simulated case, the relative delays
rD,Sc were determined [45]. For the specific simulation scenario Sc = {NB_ALL, NB_c, WB_c},
the line graphs in Figure 7a,b show the total relative delay rD,Sc as a function of traffic flow
density kSc, which we ensured to be nearly identical for all compared cases.
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Figure 7. Total relative delays of vehicles in the “average” lane depending on the traffic flow density
for simulation scenarios: (a) NB_ALL, NB_c; (b) NB_ALL, WB_c.

In Table 1, the relative delay differences between rD,NB_ALL and rD,NB_c (rD,NB_ALL −
rD,NB_c) and between rD,NB_d and rD,NB_c (rD,NB_d − rD,NO_c) were added to delays rD,Sc.
Table 2 shows the results of relative delays and differences between rD,NB_ALL and rD,WB_c
(rD,NO_ALL − rD,WB_c) and between rD,WB_d and rD,WB_r (rD,WB_d − rD,WB_c). In Table 1,
we compared the difference in total relative delays between the scenario that assumes
no special traffic lane control and considers the input parameters determined without
considering the weather conditions (reference simulation NB_ALL) and the simulation
scenarios that consider different weather conditions (simulations NB_c). In Table 2, we
compared the difference with the scenario that assumes a traffic management measure.
Both tables also show the relative delay difference with respect to dry weather conditions
rD,NB_d and rD,WB_d (simulations NB_d and WB_d).

Table 1. Relative delays of vehicles depending on traffic density for simulation scenarios NB_ALL
and NB_c, along with relative differences for the “average” lane.

kSc rD ,NB_ALL kSc rD ,NB_d kSc rD ,NB_lv kSc rD ,NB_s kSc rD ,NB_w1 kSc rD ,NB_w2 kSc rD ,NB_w3

(veh/km) (veh/km) (veh/km) (veh/km) (veh/km) (veh/km) (veh/km)

6.0 4.1% 6.0 4.2% 6.0 4.5% 6.0 4.6% 6.0 4.2% 6.0 4.4% 6.0 4.5%
8.7 5.4% 8.6 6.0% 8.6 7.0% 8.6 7.1% 8.7 5.9% 8.7 6.4% 8.6 7.0%
11.4 9.3% 11.4 9.2% 11.4 9.6% 11.3 9.7% 11.4 9.2% 11.4 9.4% 11.3 9.5%
14.3 12.9% 14.2 12.9% 14.4 13.5% 14.4 13.7% 14.3 13.0% 14.4 13.4% 14.3 13.2%
17.3 15.6% 17.3 16.0% 17.2 17.2% 17.7 18.3% 17.4 16.5% 17.4 16.8% 17.4 16.8%
20.7 20.9% 20.8 21.1% 20.6 22.5% 20.8 23.3% 20.8 21.5% 20.7 21.7% 20.7 22.0%

13.1 11.4% 13.1 11.6% 13.0 12.4% 13.1 12.7% 13.1 11.7% 13.1 12.0% 13.1 12.1%

kSc rD ,NB_ALL − rD ,NB_d rD ,NB_ALL − rD ,NB_lv rD ,NB_ALL − rD ,NB_s
rD ,NB_ALL −

rD ,NB_w1

rD ,NB_ALL −
rD ,NB_w2

rD ,NB_ALL −
rD ,NB_w3(veh/km)

6.0 2% 10% 13% 2% 7% 9%
8.7 11% 28% 30% 8% 19% 28%

11.4 −1% 3% 4% −1% 1% 1%
14.3 0% 5% 7% 1% 4% 3%
17.3 3% 10% 17% 6% 7% 8%
20.7 1% 8% 12% 3% 4% 5%

13.1 2% 9% 12% 3% 6% 7%

kSc rD ,NB_d − rD ,NB_lv rD ,NB_d − rD ,NB_s rD ,NB_d − rD ,NB_w1 rD ,NB_d − rD ,NB_w2 rD ,NB_d − rD ,NB_w3(veh/km)

6.0 7% 10% 0% 5% 6%
8.6 16% 18% −3% 7% 16%

11.4 4% 5% 0% 2% 2%
14.2 4% 6% 1% 3% 2%
17.3 7% 14% 3% 5% 5%
20.8 7% 10% 2% 3% 4%

13.1 7% 10% 1% 4% 5%
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Table 2. Relative delays of vehicles depending on traffic density for simulation scenarios NB_ALL
and WB_c, along with relative differences for the “average” lane.

kSc rD ,NB_ALL kSc rD ,WB_d kSc rD ,WB_lv kSc rD ,WB_s kSc rD ,WB_w1 kSc rD ,WB_w2 kSc rD ,WB_w3

(veh/km) (veh/km) (veh/km) (veh/km) (veh/km) (veh/km) (veh/km)

6.0 4.1% 6.0 3.8% 6.0 3.9% 6.0 3.9% 6.0 3.8% 6.0 3.9% 6.0 3.8%
8.7 5.4% 8.6 5.2% 8.7 5.2% 8.7 5.3% 8.7 5.2% 8.7 5.3% 8.7 5.4%
11.4 9.3% 11.4 7.1% 11.3 7.3% 11.3 7.3% 11.3 7.1% 11.4 7.5% 11.4 7.6%
14.3 12.9% 14.1 10.4% 14.1 10.6% 14.1 10.9% 14.1 10.4% 14.1 10.5% 14.1 10.6%
17.3 15.6% 17.1 14.0% 17.2 15.1% 17.4 15.2% 17.2 14.3% 17.3 14.7% 17.3 14.9%
20.7 20.9% 20.6 18.9% 20.6 19.2% 20.8 19.8% 20.7 18.9% 20.6 19.1% 20.6 19.2%

13.1 11.4% 13.0 9.9% 13.0 10.2% 13.1 10.4% 13.0 10.0% 13.0 10.2% 13.0 10.2%

kSc rD ,NB_ALL − rD ,WB_d rD ,NB_ALL − rD ,WB_lv rD ,NB_ALL − rD ,WB_s
rD ,NB_ALL −

rD ,WB_w1

rD ,NB_ALL −
rD ,WB_w2

rD ,NB_ALL −
rD ,WB_w3(veh/km)

6.0 −7% −5% −4% −7% −4% −8%
8.7 −4% −4% −2% −4% −2% −1%

11.4 −24% −21% −22% −24% −20% −19%
14.3 −19% −18% −16% −19% −18% −18%
17.3 −10% −3% −3% −8% −6% −5%
20.7 −9% −8% −5% −9% −8% −8%

13.1 −13% −10% −9% −12% −10% −10%

kSc rD ,NB_d − rD ,WB_d rD ,NB_lv − rD ,WB_lv rD ,NB_s − rD ,WB_s rD ,NB_w1 − rD ,WB_w1 rD ,NB_w2 − rD ,WB_w2 rD ,NB_w3 − rD ,WB_w3(veh/km)

6.0 −10% −14% −15% −9% −10% −15%
8.6 −13% −25% −25% −11% −18% −22%

11.4 −23% −24% −25% −23% −20% −20%
14.2 −20% −21% −21% −20% −21% −20%
17.3 −12% −12% −17% −13% −12% −11%
20.8 −10% −15% −15% −12% −12% −12%

13.1 −15% −17% −18% −15% −15% −16%

kSc rD ,WB_d − rD ,WB_lv rD ,WB_d − rD ,WB_s rD ,WB_d − rD ,WB_w1 rD ,NB_d − rD ,WB_w2 rD ,NB_d − rD ,WB_w3(veh/km)

6.0 2% 4% 0% 4% 0%
8.6 0% 2% 0% 2% 4%

11.4 3% 2% 0% 6% 7%
14.2 2% 5% 0% 1% 2%
17.3 8% 8% 2% 5% 6%
20.8 1% 4% 0% 1% 2%

13.1 3% 5% 1% 3% 3%

The graph in Figure 7a shows that the total relative delay rD,Sc was higher than the
reference value when considering weather conditions and knowing the distribution of the
traffic flow rate in lanes. When comparing the average values (kSc ≈ 13.0 veh/km), the
relative delays were 2% to 12% higher in all cases (Table 1); however, at the approximate
value of traffic flow density of 12 veh/km, this difference decreased again. The differences
were similar for all simulation scenarios in the same size class up to a density of 14 veh/km.
At maximum traffic flow rate and density of just over 20 veh/km, which we simulated in
the sixth time interval, relative delays increased again to 1% in dry weather conditions, from
3% to 5% in wet conditions, to 8% in poor visibility, and up to 12% in snowy conditions.
Generally, results of the paired t-test indicated that there is a non-significant medium
difference between rD,NB_ALL (µ = 11.4, σ = 6.4) and rD,NB_d (µ = 11.6, σ = 6.4), t = 1.9,
p = 0.060. Otherwise there is a significantly large difference between rD,NB_ALL and non
rD,NB_d, e.g., rD,NB_S (µ = 12.7, σ = 7.1), t = 3.5, p = 0.009.

The graph in Figure 7b presents rD,Sc as a function of traffic flow density for the
scenario without special traffic management measures (NB_ALL) and with the measure
“overtaking ban for HGVs” (WB_c), but with knowledge of the lane speed distribution
functions for different weather conditions and different vehicles. Regardless of traffic flow
density, traffic control reduced rD,Sc by an average of 9% to 13% considering the weather
conditions (Table 2). Differences in relative delays between different weather conditions
appeared with increasing traffic density and with the same traffic control measure. It is
interesting to note that rD,Sc did not deviate significantly from the reference value up to
the value of the traffic flow density kSc ≤ 9 veh/km, which we interpreted as a lower
efficiency of the traffic management measure. For the cases kSc > 9 veh/km, the differences
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increased and reached values from −19% to −24%, with the greatest impact in dry weather
conditions. Thus, for a traffic flow density of around 9 veh/km, the relative reduction in
total relative delays without and with lane management was up to 1% in heavy rainfall
and up to 4% in light rain and in dry conditions. With the additional increase in traffic
flow density, the relative differences according to weather conditions no longer changed
with the same trends. With a traffic flow density of about 21 veh/km and with the WB_c
measure, the total relative delays were reduced by 8% to 9% in all weather conditions, and
by 5% in snow. Again, results of the paired t-test indicated that there is a significantly large
difference between rD,WB_c (µ = 10.1, σ = 5.4) and rD,NB_ALL (µ = 11.4, σ = 5.8), n = 36, t = 8.2,
p < 0.001.

The criterion of traffic control on highways when traffic flow is becoming unstable is
usually determined by the total equivalent flow rate qe,tot,ALL and the equivalent flow rate
in the overtaking lane qe,2,ALL, as well as the standard deviation of speed in the overtaking
lane [34,36]. Similarly, the total equivalent flow rate qe,tot,ALL and the proportion of heavy
vehicles Phv determine the criterion for traffic management in the case of traffic instability
at a large share of heavy vehicles. Considering that free-flow speed varies depending
on weather conditions, in the case where the traffic flow rate is a criterion for traffic
management, different threshold values of the flow rate threshold should be taken into
account, depending on weather and traffic conditions. Therefore, this article demonstrates
that it is reasonable to further investigate the effectiveness of the current AHTMS criteria
and possibly establish new criteria for traffic management in the case of instability by using
other traffic flow characteristics, such as the Coefficient of Variation of Speed CVS [30,46],
the traffic flow density kc, or the possibility of changing lanes depending on environmental
factors LFRi,c(qe,tot,c), LDRi,c(qe,tot,c) [19]. For comparison, on the basis of the simulation,
we calculated the total delays of all vehicles pD,Sc on the simulation model road network,
varying the input data and calculating the equivalent traffic flow rate for the case of a
highway level terrain according to the HCM methodology [17]. The graph in Figure 8a
shows total delays pD,Sc as a function of the total equivalent traffic flow rate qe,tot,Sc for the
scenario without special traffic management (NB_c), and that in Figure 8b shows the same
scenario with the simulated measure “overtaking ban for HGVs” (WB_c). In both cases, the
results of the NB_ALL scenario are also shown as a reference red polyline.

Figure 8. Simulated total delays of all vehicles as a function of total equivalent traffic flow rate: (a) for
NB_ALL, NB_c scenarios; (b) for NB_ALL, WB_c scenarios.

In addition to the results, Table 3 shows the relative differences, expressed by the index
ratio pD, NB_c

pD, NB_ALL
, where pD,NB_ALL represents the total delays of the vehicles in the reference

simulation. In the range of flow rates from 1500 pcu/h to about 2300 pcu/h, delays under
bad weather conditions were lower than under reference conditions, except for dry weather
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conditions. This difference may be a result of adverse weather conditions that reduced
the speed of vehicles and changed the lane distribution in some way [19]. The ratio value
changed with the next step of the traffic flow rate increase. In the qe,tot,Sc interval between
2300 pcu/h and 3500 pcu/h, delays were again shorter. With better weather conditions,
the differences over the flow rate value of around 2900 pcu/h decreased. At a flow rate of
3500 pcu/h, the delay differences only increased and no longer fluctuated. At the end of
the simulation, total delays increased by 16% in winter conditions, 15% in heavy rain, 8%
in moderate rain, and up to 3% in light rain. In dry conditions, a 1% improvement over the
reference value was observed.

Table 3. Total delays in simulated network depending on qe,tot,Sc for simulation scenarios NB_ALL
and NB_c, along with index ratios.

qe ,tot ,Sc pD ,NB_ALL qe ,tot ,Sc pD ,NB_d qe ,tot ,Sc pD ,NB_lv qe ,tot ,Sc pD ,NB_s qe ,tot ,Sc pD ,NB_w1 qe ,tot ,Sc pD ,NB_w2 qe ,tot ,Sc pD ,NB_w3

(pcu/h) (h) (pcu/h) (h) (pcu/h) (h) (pcu/h) (h) (pcu/h) (h) (pcu/h) (h) (pcu/h) (h)

1575 0.84 1575 0.85 1575 0.73 1575 0.92 1575 0.74 1575 0.79 1575 0.78
2291 1.78 2284 1.81 2291 1.98 2284 2.11 2284 1.83 2284 1.95 2284 1.85
2873 3.03 2873 3.21 2873 3.66 2880 3.56 2873 3.14 2880 3.34 2880 3.45
3448 7.05 3448 6.90 3455 7.13 3441 6.98 3448 7.09 3455 7.18 3455 7.24
4093 11.11 4086 10.75 4051 10.67 4051 11.75 4072 11.30 4058 11.36 4044 11.75
4526 17.91 4540 17.65 4526 18.85 4547 20.84 4547 18.47 4526 19.30 4526 20.58

qe ,tot ,Sc pD ,NB_d/pD ,NB_ALL pD ,NB_lv/pD ,NB_ALL pD ,NB_s/pD ,NB_ALL pD ,NB_w1/pD ,NB_ALL pD ,NB_w2/pD ,NB_ALL pD ,NB_w3/pD ,NB_ALL(pcu/h)

1575 1.02 0.87 1.10 0.89 0.95 0.94
2291 1.02 1.12 1.19 1.03 1.10 1.04
2873 1.06 1.21 1.17 1.04 1.10 1.14
3448 0.98 1.01 0.99 1.01 1.02 1.03
4093 0.97 0.96 1.06 1.02 1.02 1.06
4526 0.99 1.05 1.16 1.03 1.08 1.15

The line graph in Figure 8b presents pD,Sc as a function of qe,tot,Sc for the scenario with
the simulated measure “overtaking ban for HGVs” (WB_c scenarios). In all cases, delays
were lower with the traffic control; however, in the qe,tot,Sc interval from 1500 pcu/h to
2900 pcu/h, this difference was not as pronounced as at higher flow rates. In Table 4, in
addition to the results on total delays, we present the relative difference, expressed by
indices pD, WB_c

pD, NB_ALL
and pD, WB_c

pD, NB_c
, where pD,NB_ALL is the total vehicle delay of the reference

simulation, pD,NB_c is the total delay without traffic control, and pD,WB_c is the total delay
with the traffic control measure in different weather conditions c. Owing to the “overtaking
ban for HGVs”, delays were 2% to 3% lower in fair weather conditions and 5% to 7% lower
in adverse weather conditions. With higher traffic flow rates, delays could be reduced by
up to 21%, regardless of weather conditions, but only up to a certain threshold. As rates
exceeded 4500 pcu/h, the relative differences between the delays under different conditions
decreased. From the results, similar to the case of relative delays, it appears that traffic
management with truck overtaking bans at lower flow rates was not as effective as at flows
above 2800 pcu/h.

Through traffic simulations, we confirmed that relative traffic delays depend on road
weather conditions. In adverse conditions, these were, on average, 1% to 10% higher than
relative delays in dry conditions with the same traffic flow rate, and worst in the case of
winter conditions, followed by low visibility and various rain intensities or wetness. For
the maximum simulated flow rate of 4000 veh/h with a 10% share of heavy vehicles, i.e., a
traffic flow density of slightly more than 20 veh/km, when the characteristics of the traffic
flow in the traffic lanes were known, the relative delays were 1% greater in dry weather
conditions, 3% to 5% greater in wet conditions, 8% greater in poor visibility, and up to
12% greater in winter conditions than in the case where the traffic flow characteristics
were determined independently of weather conditions (_ALL). By simulating the traffic
management measure of the truck overtaking ban, we calculated that relative delays
were reduced by an average of 15% to 18% compared to a benchmark without traffic
management. The largest difference occurred with medium-sized flow rates or a density of
about 12 veh/km and was as high as 25% in snowy weather conditions. We found that the
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effect of traffic management was greater in the case of adverse weather conditions with
the same traffic demand. The relative difference varied depending on the density of traffic
flow. Traffic management had the greatest effect in the case of medium density (about
12 veh/km), where the relative differences between weather conditions were small. We also
calculated total delays as a function of the equivalent flow rate. In all weather conditions,
traffic management could achieve lower delays; however, in the interval of flows from
1500 pcu/h to 2900 pcu/h, this difference was not as large as at higher flow rates. Owing
to traffic management, delays were reduced by 2% to 3% in good weather conditions and
by 5% to 7% in adverse weather conditions. However, at higher flow rates, delays could
be reduced by up to 21%, regardless of weather conditions, but only up to a certain limit.
When traffic flow rates exceeded 4500 pcu/h, the relative differences between delays under
different conditions decreased. Similar to the case of relative delays, the results show that
traffic management with truck overtaking bans at lower traffic demand was not as effective
as for flow rates above 2300 pcu/h with a 10% share of heavy vehicles. Total delays may
be equal to or even lower in the case of rain or a wet carriageway. We found that truck
overtaking bans had a positive effect when considering the relative difference in total delays
but only when the traffic flow rate of all vehicles and heavy vehicles on the carriageway
separately exceeded a certain threshold value. As part of our research, we limited the
proportion of HGVs in the total flow rate. If we were to vary this, we would achieve more
results. With the research, we proved that sensing weather conditions is important in the
case of decision-making for lane traffic control.

Table 4. Total delays in simulated network depending on qe,tot,Sc for simulated scenarios NB_ALL
and WB_c, along with index ratios.

qe ,tot ,Sc pD ,NB_ALL qe ,tot ,Sc pD ,WB_d qe ,tot ,Sc pD ,WB_lv qe ,tot ,Sc pD ,WB_s qe ,tot ,Sc pD ,WB_w1 qe ,tot ,Sc pD ,WB_w2 qe ,tot ,Sc pD ,WB_w3

(pcu/h) (h) (pcu/h) (h) (pcu/h) (h) (pcu/h) (h) (pcu/h) (h) (pcu/h) (h) (pcu/h) (h)

1575 0.84 1575 0.85 1575 0.73 1575 0.92 1575 0.74 1575 0.79 1575 0.78
2291 1.78 2284 1.81 2291 1.98 2284 2.11 2284 1.83 2284 1.95 2284 1.85
2873 3.03 2873 3.21 2873 3.66 2880 3.56 2873 3.14 2880 3.34 2880 3.45
3448 7.05 3448 6.90 3455 7.13 3441 6.98 3448 7.09 3455 7.18 3455 7.24
4093 11.11 4086 10.75 4051 10.67 4051 11.75 4072 11.30 4058 11.36 4044 11.75
4526 17.91 4540 17.65 4526 18.85 4547 20.84 4547 18.47 4526 19.30 4526 20.58

qe ,tot ,Sc pD ,WB_d/pD ,NB_ALL pD ,WB_lv/pD ,NB_ ALL pD ,WB_s/pD ,NB_ALL pD ,WB_w1/pD ,NB_ALL pD ,WB_w2/pD ,NB_ALL pD ,WB_w3/pD ,NB_ALL(pcu/h)

1575 1.02 0.87 1.10 0.89 0.95 0.94
2291 1.02 1.12 1.19 1.03 1.10 1.04
2873 1.06 1.21 1.17 1.04 1.10 1.14
3448 0.98 1.01 0.99 1.01 1.02 1.03
4093 0.97 0.96 1.06 1.02 1.02 1.06
4526 0.99 1.05 1.16 1.03 1.08 1.15

qe ,tot ,Sc pD ,WB_d/pD ,NB_d pD ,WB_lv/pD ,NB_ lv pD ,WB_s/pD ,NB_s pD ,WB_w1/pD ,NB_w1 pD ,WB_w2/pD ,NB_w2 pD ,WB_w3/pD ,NB_w3(pcu/h)

1575 0.96 0.94 0.88 1.06 1.01 1.01
2291 0.96 0.84 0.78 0.94 0.89 0.94
2873 0.93 0.78 0.79 0.94 0.89 0.86
3448 0.82 0.81 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.79
4093 0.91 0.94 0.82 0.88 0.88 0.85
4526 0.94 0.90 0.79 0.89 0.86 0.81

5. Conclusions

The research presented in this article included an analysis of traffic flow characteristics
in different highway traffic lanes with an emphasis on the influence of weather conditions.
With the results of the analyses, we confirmed that weather conditions have different
effects on traffic flow and lane distribution. This may be important when monitoring
capacity utilisation and other performance criteria of highway traffic control services for
the future. In general, we found that, in certain cases, bad weather has a positive effect on
the homogeneity of the traffic flow speed and that, under such circumstances, vehicles do
not change lanes, which can reduce delays.

Using a traffic microsimulation on a highway section, we determined vehicle delays as
a function of traffic demand in different weather conditions using the example of the traffic
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management scenario “overtaking ban for HGVs”. The delays calculated with the traffic
model were compared with a reference scenario without traffic management in simulated
different weather conditions but with controlled traffic input data. If the effectiveness of the
AHTMS measures is measured by the reduction in delays, it would be important to know
the result that the same value of delay is achieved for different values of traffic flow density
in different weather situations. In practice, the techniques for empirically determining
delays can be complex; hence, we can expect the introduction of online traffic models soon.

Of course, it would be interesting to investigate whether it is justified to have a day-
time truck overtaking ban independent of traffic flow rates on all highways and whether
preference should be given to AHTMS, in which a measure of dynamic control of heavy
vehicles would be implemented when needed, depending on traffic demand, in a real
case and not hypothetically. We should know that in Slovenia, AHTMSs have already
been implemented on highways and that Slovenia has the National Traffic Management
Centre, whose functionality also includes the online modelling of traffic flows, including
for short-term prediction. An overtaking ban for HGVs was established on the whole dual
carriageway highway network in Slovenia in a static way (overtaking is permanent and
intermittent on some highways). Through our research, we found that dynamic bans can
be more effective when we include the dynamics of traffic demand and environmental
conditions. At the same time, actual compliance with any strict rules should be investi-
gated. The next issue related to the problem of homogenisation of traffic flows is certainly
the monitoring and management of recreational vehicles, focusing on motorhomes and
vehicles with tourist trailers, which have a maximum authorised speed that is different
from other vehicles.
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